Mobile Photography stuff I like
Terri Hart-Ellis, @insideout812 on Instagram

Gear:
• Gorillapod tripod (or knock off)
• Telephoto lens (until optical zoom is available)
• Macro, fish eye and wide angle attachment lenses
• Shop at photojojo.com or, of course, Amazon

Camera and Editing Apps:
• Lightroom mobile
• Snapseed
• VSCO
• Photogene
• SKRWT (lens correction and symmetry)
• Camera+ (shutter and ISO control, macro)
• Slow Shutter
• Cortex Cam (low light)
• Juxtaposer or superimpose (composites)
• TouchRetouch (object removal, cloning)
• VividHDR or HDRpro
• Look Birdy (light and sounds to get a toddler's attention)

Filter and Effect Apps:
• Lens Distortion
• Mextures
• DistressedFX
• After Focus
• Ansel

Sun/Moon Phase Apps:
• Golden Hour
• Moon Phases

See you on 📸!